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Abstract
We study the complexity of two problems of distributed computation and decision-making. We show
that deciding ihether two distant agents can arrive at compatible decisions without any communication
can be done in polynomial time if there are two possible decisions for each agent, but is NP-complete if
one agent is three or more alternatives. We also show that minimizing the amoiunt of communication
necessary for the distributed computation of a function, when two distant computcrs receive each a part
of the input, is NP-complete. This proves a conjecture due to A. Yao.
1. Introduction
'nlere has been recently some interest in modeling problemns of distributed computation and
distributed decision-making as computational problems, and in studying their complexity [La, Ka, KP,
GJW, Yao]. The goal of this line of research is to capture the apparent intricacy inherent in distributed
computation in terms of the computaltionial complexity of the corresponding problem. This paper is a
contribution to this research.
Suppose that two distant agents, I and 11, must arrive at a decision based on local observations, and
perhaps on some information communicated between them. Agent l's observation, say Yl, comes from
a finite set )'I of possible observations. Similarly -l £E YII' I's decision is an clement ul of the finite set
UI of possible decisions, and likewise for II. Not all combinations of decisions are acceptable, however;
the overall decision (ul,ull) must belong to a particular subset S(YI)ll)o1  of I X Ul . The question is,
given the function S, can we design a protocol whereby the two agents arrive each at their own decision,
based only on the respective local in)formation (i.e., without any) communication), so that the
specifications in S are always observed? We call this the disiributed salisficing problem, after the term
introduced by H. Simon [Si]. Notice that this problem can be considered as a simple (finite) special case
2of the classical team decision miaking problem [MR, 'rs].
We show that the complexity of the distributed satisficing problem depends explicitly on the
cardinalities of the decision sets UI and U 1i. If either set is empty or a singleton, then of course the
problem is trivial. If both sets are of cardinality two, then we show that the problem can be solved in
polynomial time (Theorem 2). In all other cases, distributed satisficing is NP-complete (Theorem 1).
For definitions related to NP-completeness, the reader is referred to [GJ, PS].
Suppose that the cardinalities of both U1 and UI1 are two --say, UI = UIi = {0,1}-- and that
communication is indeed necessary --by the discussion above, this is easy to check. How can we
minimize the amount of communication'that is required in order for the two agents to arrive at
satisficing decisions? An important special case of this problem is that of distributedfunction evaluation,
which has been recently studied in the computer science literature, in connection with both distributed
computation and VL.SI [Ab, Yao, PSi, I.S]. Suppose that we wish to compute a functionf: YI X YII -
{0,1}, when part of the input (namely, YI) is available to computer I, and the rest ( 1II) is available to
computer II. It.is easy to see that this is a special case of the distributed satisficing problem with UI =
Uii = {0,1} and S('I,yI1) = {(0,0)} or {(1,1)} for all Yl and PlII Obviously, most interesting functionsf
cannot be computed without any communication, and there has been some interesting recent work
concerning lower bounds on the amount of communication (number of bits exchanged) that is required
for specific functionsf[Ab, Yao, LS, PSi]. In fact, Yao asked in 1979 [Yao] whether the problem of
minimizing the amount of communication necessary for the distributed computation of a given function
fis an NP-complete problem. We show that it is (Theorem 3).
2. I)istributed Satisficing
The distributed satisficing problem can be formalized as follows:
DISTRIBUTED SATISFICING
Given finite sets YI, U1 , YIl, U11, and a function S: YI X YII 2UJIXUI, are there functions
371: YI -' UI and yl: Y11 -' UlI such that for all YjI ) 1' YlI E Y 1I (7'10),7Il('il1 )) E S(y1,YlI)?
In order to study the complexity of the distributed satisficing problem, we shall first.point out the
close connection between this problem and a family of restricted versions of the satisfiability problem
for propositional calculus, which we call k-RSAT, (k > I is an integer). A formula of k-RSAT has the
following set of variables, for some mn ) 0:
X U *j: i 1, .. ,m:j = 1,...,k}.
The clauses are the following:
(a) One clause for each i between 1 and mi, stating that exaclly one of the variables jYilj 'ik is true,
and
(b) An arbitrary number of clauses of the form (-'ij V Xq) or (-jij V -- Xq).
Lenmnla l. k-RSAT is eqivalent to distributed satisficing with Ul = {0,1} and U11 = {1,21 ... k}.
P'roof Think of xi as stating that, if agent I observes the ith element of Y', then she decides 1 (thus -x i
states that she decides 0); and think of Yijas stating that, if agent II observes the ith element of YII then
she decidesj. By using the clauses in (b), we can express the combinations of decisions that are
incompatible according to S. 0
Our first two results follow now from Lemma 1:
Theorem 1 3-RSAT is NP-complete. Consequently, the distributed satisficing problem with decision
sets of cardinality greater than or equal to two and three, respectively, is NP-complete.
I'roof We shall reduce to 3-RSA'I' the NP-complete problem of satisfiability of propositional formulae
with three literals per clause (3SAT [GJ]). Given such a propositional formula, we shall construct an
equivalent 3-RSAT formula F. For each variable of the original formula we have in Fa new x-variable.
For each pair of variables a and b of the original formula, we add to F two triples ofy-variables Yabpj
4and )"abj' = 1, 2, 3, and the corresponding "exactly one is true" clause. Also, we add to Fthe x-
variable Zab' and the following 10 clauses:
('nYabl V a), ('Jabl V b), ('Yab2 V a), (m'ab2 V -b),
('Y'abl V 'a), ('Y'abl V b), ('nY Yb2 V 'a), ('Y ab2 V -'b),
(-Yab3 V Zab), (-'Y'ab3 V -Zab).
It is left as an exercise to the reader to verif! that these ten clauses force the variables Yabl, Yab2'
Y'abl ' ab2 to always take the same values as the expressions(a A b), (a A -b), (-'a A b), (-la A
-lb), respectively. Using this observation. we can rewrite any three-literal clause of our original formula
as a two-literal clause of F. 0
Tlheorem 2 2-RSAT is solvable in time 0(n). Consequently, the distributed satisficing problem with
decision sets both of cardinality two is linear-time solvable.
Proof Simply notice that 2-RSAT can be reduced to the linear-time solvable special case of
satisfiability, in which the clauses are restricted to have only two literals (2SAT, [Co, GJ]). To do this,
we replace the only clauses that do not conform to the format of 2SAT, namely the "exactly one true"
ones, as follows: "exactly one ofy il, Y12 is true" becomes (Yil V Y12) A ('-Yil V 'Y 12). 0
3. Distributed Evaluation of Boolean Functions
If I and 11 wish to cooperate in order to compute in a distributed fashion a function f YIX YII -'
{0,1 }, they must design a protocol for information transfer. How can we model mathematically such
protocols, as well as the amount of information transfer that they require? Think of the function fas a
table with I Y'1 rows, I Y111 columns, and 0-1 entries. I-et B 2> 0. We say that f can be computed with B
bits of communication if either the table is all zeroes or all ones (in which case no communication is
required), or the table can be partitioned horizontally or vertically into two subtables, by splitting the set
of rows or the set of columns off both of which can be computed with B - 1 bits of communication.
This recursive definition also suggests a protocol for achieving this computation. Iffcan be computed
with B bits, and the appropriate partition is a horizontal (resp. vertical) one, then I (resp. II) sends a bit
signalling which of the two sets of the partition the current row (resp. column) happens to belong to;
after this, the two go on recursively to compiute the appropriate restriction of fin one less bit of
communication, until a trivial (i.e., constant) function has resulted. This definition of communication
protocol is the most natural and liberal one used in the literature, and it corresponds to the prefix-
freenless property of messages insisted upon in [PS i] (i.e., no message of one gomputer to the other can
be a prefix of another messagc, and thus the two computers know when a message ends. For a
discussion of the desirability of this property see [P'SiJ. Yao in fact used a slightly different definition, in
which the two agents must alternate sending one-bit messages [Yaol. NP-completencss can be similarly
proved in Yao's model as well.
The problem we are interested in is the following:
I)ISTRIBUTED FUNCI'ION EVALUATION
Given a function fYX X I' - {0,1} and an integer B, is there a protocol for computing this function,
which uses a total number of bits less than or equal to B?
The following theorem proves a conjecture due to Yao [Yao].
Theorem 3 Distributed function evaluation is NP-complete.
In order to prove this result, we shall first need a lemma concerning the following problem:
EXACT COVER
Given a family F = {S1 ... ,.Sin} of subsets of U = {u1 ... n}, is there a subset C of Fcontaining
mutually disjoint sets, whose union is U?
Lemma 2 EXACT COVER is NP-complete even if the following conditions are true:
(a) All sets in Fhave cardinality one or three.
(b) m is a power of 2, and any exact cover must contain exactly half of the sets in F.
6(c) U can be divided into three subsets V, [W and Y such that:
(cl) Each element of V is contained in exactly two sets, both of cardinality three. These sets have two
elements from Vand one from W.
(c2) All singletons in Fare subsets of W.
(c3) All other sets in F (besides those in (cl) and (c2)) consist of two elements in Yand one in W.
(c4) I11 + li = I n.
Proof llhe construction is a variation of the reduction given in [GJ] froin 3SAT' to THREE-
D)IMENSIONAL MATCHING. We start from the version of one-in-three safisfiabili;y, in which we
are given in disjunctive clauses with three literals each from the variables xl, ... , x, and we are asked
whether there is a truth assignment which satisfies exactly one literal in each clause. This problem. is
NP-complete [Sh, GJ]. In fact, we can assume that no literal appears more than twice in the formula.
Given such an instance, we shall construct an instance {S1, . .Sit} of EXACT COVER. For each
variable x we have four elements vl(x) . .. , 4(x), and four more wl(x), nw2(x), wl1(ix), w 2(--x), and
the sets Sl(x) =' {vl(x), v2(A), "'1()}, S l ('x) = {v2(x), i 3(x), wl('-x)}, S2 (x) = {v 3(x), i 4(x), wv2(x)},
S 2(-'x) = {v4(x), v1(x), w2 (-'x)}. These are the only sets.which involve the v,(x) nodes, and so any
exact cover will have to include either both Sl(x) and S2(x), or both S l ('x) and S2(-x) for each
variable x (and thus it will imply a truth assignment for the variables). Now we turn to the clauses. For
each clause (Cwe have two elements Yl(C) and ,2(Cj ), and the sets Yl1(Cj), y2(Cj), w(X)}, whenever
the ith occurrence of the literal A is in the clause Cj. If w2(X) does not occur in any such set (because X
occurs only once in the formula), then we add the singleton { w2()} . This completes the construction.
We argue that the resulting instance of EX ACT COVER has a solution iff the given formula has a
satisfying truth assignment. I f there is a solution, then it must define a truth assignment by picking both
sets corresponding to either x or 'x for each variable. Among the remaining w/(X) elements, those
which correspond to "unused" occurrences of literals must be picked up by the singletons, whereas the
remaining ones are picked up by the clauses in which they occur. It follows that the literals left out by
the S.(A) sets define a truth assignment which satisfies exactly one literal in each clause. Thus, if this
instance of EXACT COVER has a solution, then there is a satisfying truth assignment for the given
7formula which satisfies one literal in each clause, as required. The converse follows easily.
It remains to check that the conditions of the l.emma are all satisfied. Condition (a) is already
satisfied. For (c), just take V, W, and Y to be the sets of the v, it, and -elments in our construction..
(cl-3) are easily checked, and (c4) follows by arithmetic: If there are n variables, then I 11 = I I1 = m/2
= 4n. The second part of(b) now follows immediately (an exact cover has always (I Wi + 1I 1)/2 sets),
and the first part can be guaranteed by a variety of padding arguments. *-
P'roof of Theorem 3 We shall reduce to this problem the EXACT COVER problem. Given an instance
of EXACT COVER as described in the lemma, we construct an instance of DISTRIBUTED
FUNCT'ION EVALUATION, as follows: 1'l is the set F'U {U}, and ll is the set U. The functionfis
defined as follows: .yYpll )/ is 1 if ll E Y'1 Otherwise,j'Yl'll) = 0. The bound on the number of bits
that can be exchanged is B = log2m + 1.
We claim thatfcan be computed within this bound of communication iff the given instance of
EXACT COVER has a solution. Suppose that there is a protocol for computing f which involves at
most B bits of communication. Thus, the protocol succeeds in finally dividing the table off into 2 B
= 2-m disjoint smaller tables that are either all zeroes or all ones (we call these tables the boxes). Let us
considerfwith its rows restricted to the sets referred to in (c3) and (c2) of the Lemma; it is easy to see
that the corresponding table is an identity matrix (the columns are in the set W) followed by several
other columns. Each one in the identity matrix must be by itself in a separate box. Furthermore, since
both dimensions of the box are 1, for each .such box we can find a box with zeroes from the same row or
the same column. It follows then that the optimum way to partition an identity matrix into boxes takes
twice as many boxes as rows, and thus 2 1141 distinct boxes are required for this part. In fact, because of
the presence of the other columns, this bound can be achieved only if the boxes are partitions of the
individual rows into their parts that contain zeros and ones. Also, if we look at the remaining I 1 rows
off, except for the U row, we notice that we have a block diagonal matrix with blocks consisting of the
adjacency matrices of cycles; this is followed by other columns, such that each row contains three ones.
It can be argued similarly that 2'-1 1 boxes are required for this part off In fact this can be achieved
simultaneously with the previous bound only if all these boxes are the rows of the table, each split into
its zero and one parts. Adding up, we conclude that 2'( 1 + J111) = 2B boxes are absolutely necessary
for computingf, and in fact that this bound'is achievable only if these boxes are simply partitions of the
rows into their zero and one parts.
ILet us now consider the U row. How can its ones be covered exactly (i.e., ,without overlaps) together
with some of the already considered boxes which contain ones (so that 2B boxes are also sufficient)? It
is not hard to see that the only way is to choose an exact cover among the rows, and merge the
corresponding boxes of ones with the corresponding ones of the U row. Hence, Fmust have an exact
cover.
Coinversely, if Fhas an exact cover, then we can compute fwith B bits as follows: First I sends a bit to
Ii, telling her whether the row which I sees is a set nlot belonging to the cover. If this is the case, I uses
-all but one of the remaining bits to completely describe the row (there are m/2 = 2B-2 such rows), and
then II tells I with the last bit whether the column II sees has a one in the described row or not.
Otherwise, if the row is in the cover, then II uses all but the last bit to tell I'to which of the sets in the
exact cover the element corresponding to Ii's column belongs. Then I tells II whether the row she sees
is the U row or the set described by II, in which cases the answer is one. In all other cases, the answer is
0.0
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